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ABSTRACT

Two Lands' vision is to be a multi-faceted de-fi platform powered by the Ethereum blockchain, and in
turn utilize its technology to harness the cultivation of a community DAO, NFT projects, P2E2R games,
merchandise marketplace, and web-based EVERDEEN platform with the purpose of contributing our
part in rewriting history, one block at a time. Each facet of the ecosystem will contribute to it's
continued growth and will serve as important marketing tools, helping the project and vision to gain
momentum and exposure - with the ultimate purpose of enabling our holders full control over their
ideation and subsequent creation of various funding efforts, all within the context of our greater
mission.

Two Lands Token is a transferrable digital asset designed with rewards and burn features that are
executed and stored via an Ethereum smart contracts, and will serve as the native currency of the
Two Lands ecosystem. Primary acquisition will be through decentralized exchanges, Uniswap first and
others to follow, as well as other centralized exchanges once certain, precipitating conditions are met.
It can be used to earn reflections (which vary based on the daily transaction volumes) and grow
personal wealth, to participate in the community DAO, interact with our digital marketplaces, or for the
use of any products of the platform.

Additionally, all around the world, people are discovering the
value in leveraging blockchain technology while spending
increasingly more time in the virtual landscape, for both
leisure and work. Unlike many other virtual ecosystems and
projects in the de-fi space, Two Lands will not be fully
controlled by a centralized organization; instead, we are
currently working on the construction of a DAO in order to
create a more true decentralized ecosystem for most of the
Two Lands platform's donation and charitably motivated
verticals - and subsequently building the basic infrastructure
necessary to facilitate the meaningful work done by others far
more qualified than ourselves. There is no single agent with
the power to change the economics of the currency, or
prevent others from accessing and benefiting from
involvement in our ecosystem. Security issues and misleading,
disingenuous approaches have created what we perceive as a
threat to those involved in the crypto space. With that in
mind, we have no desire to be solely attached to any one
vertical and are committed to operating with, and delivering
products of, integrity first. This is simply our initial offering,
and we want to serve the DeFi zone by building a vehicle by
which we can all contribute to a shared vision.

This document illuminates the philosophical underpinnings,
technical foundations and economic mechanisms of Two
Lands. 
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WHO 
WE ARE

Many moons ago, around 5000 B.C.E in the land we refer to as modern-day
Egypt, nomads inhabited the region that was once divided between the north
and the south. The north or "Red Land", known for its reddish hue desert,
distinguished itself from its southern counterpart known as the "Black Land",
for its fertile, rich and dark Nile River Valley soil. As millennia passed,
indigenous tribes and communities flourished and as a result, Egypt became
known as the "Double Land" or the "Two Lands" of Upper and Lower Egypt.

It wasn’t until around 3100 B.C.E, as depicted on the "Narmer Pallate" which is
commonly referred to as the first historical document in the world, that the
legendary and perhaps mythical King Menes united the "Kingdom of the Two
Lands", and in turn became known as the first true King of Egypt. 

The symbolism of duality transformed over time and became of utmost
importance in ancient Egyptian spirituality and culture. It rooted itself deep
into the soil of its civilization. Upper and Lower, Desert and River, Light and
Dark, Good and Evil, Life and Death, and perhaps most revered of all, Earth
and Stars; all embodied the correlation between the various planes of being
and life itself. 
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The Egyptians worshipped the stars as the fabric of the sky from whence we came. They
believed that when a person died on Earth, their soul returned to its original home in the
celestial river for divine union and regeneration. The Pyramid Texts describe the king
upon his death, ascending and becoming the Morning Star among the Imperishable Stars
of past kings. As above, so below. 

But did it stop there? Was this fascination of the mysteries of the cosmos simply spiritual
in nature? A philosophy or a divine ideology for which to live by? Or could there be more
to their story? Could the ancient Egyptians have taken it a step further? Could they
have laid out their kingdom using sacred geometry associated with the divine principle of
a "Nile in the sky", where terrestrial localities had cosmic equivalents by aligning their
monuments and temples to various stars in our solar system? A literal duality? Their
physical world living in harmony with their celestial world? As above, so below?

And if true, is it possible that in antiquity, the ancients possessed some form of advanced
knowledge of the heavens that has been lost or forgotten during the epochs of time?

This then begs the question; who are we and where did we come
from? Well, those are the two greatest mysteries in the history
of mankind. The duality inherent to Two Lands Token is
personified as a bridge between our physical world as we know
it and the cosmos of De-Fi, all in an effort to help fund research
and various archaeological expeditions needed to complete the
story of our species. In essence, we are like minded individuals
with a passion for deciphering and uncovering the true
mysteries of our origin. We designed the utility and mechanisms
of Two Lands Token in a way that we believe will allow all in the
community to leverage blockchain technology as a vehicle, a
conduit for the pursuit of knowledge. just as the ancients utilized
the technology they possessed at the time to pursue such
enlightenment, so shall we.

Our mission is to follow in the footsteps of the ancients, to
contribute our part in seeking out these mysteries and bestow
upon our children and future generations, the greatest story we
all wish we knew the beginning to. As a community driven
movement, together we will carve our name in the bedrock of
this millennia by helping to “rewrite history, one block at a time”.

In order to know where we are going next as a civilization and
as a species, we must first uncover from where we came. We
believe the keys to our future are hidden deep within the past.
So, as some may say, “to the moon”, we at Two Lands believe,
“from the stars”.
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Anatomically modern humans, or Homo Sapiens, are documented to have walked
this world and co-existed on planet Earth for over 200,000 years. Though some
experts postulate it may be much longer than that, our earliest recorded history
dates back to just around 6500 years; meaning that we, as the progeny of this line,
are in relative darkness with regards to more than 96% of the story of humanity.
When pairing this with the understanding that historical negationism and the denial
of history serve to distort and warp our perception of even the little that has been
recorded, simply put, we then feel compelled to conclude that the majority of our
history as a species has been lost, forgotten or still remains undiscovered and is
just waiting to be found. 

Traditional funding to support virtually all academic disciplines & research consists
of grants from both public and private organizations as well as donations from
individuals, public, and private entities. But as these traditional sources shrink, so
do their allocations, and in turn, general funding for academic endeavors from both
governmental and philanthropic sources is becoming scarcer. At the same time, the
cost for research is inherently increasing to match our progress, causing may
unwanted byproducts. These include but are certainly  not limited to, funding
becoming results-driven in lieu of research, curiosity or need driven, a lack of
proper access to the latest adjacent research, the rise of predatory journals &
publishers, and a 'publish or perish' mentality pervading in many otherwise altruistic
scholars. The calculus is not in favor of the pursuit of divine learning and
dissemination of knowledge - and our collective curiosity is instead being replaced
with stresses and anxieties.

The problem we face is two-fold. First, much of the history of humanity has been lost,
forgotten, or remains undiscovered and it’s most likely a combination of all three.
Second, traditional financial resources, critical for the funding and sustaining of
endeavors related to changing the narrative on this generalized, standardized and
categorically integrated lack of collective knowledge, are going extinct.

THE
PROBLEM
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What we take most from all of this, is that our understanding
of history is constantly changing. We can only prepare
ourselves for the inevitable changes, and work to empower
others in a similar fashion. And armed with the knowledge
that traditionally speaking, histories have been written by
either the winners or the survivors, and that those histories
which predate writing are likely tainted over time, we aim to
enable a necessary disruption by ensuring that the members
of our community are allowed a seat at the table of the
future. By creating both the financial vehicle and exposure
engine by which they can grow personal wealth as well as
engage at the forefront of history, we will allow our
community driven DAO and other facets of the project to act
as architects and philanthropic arms by which people around
the world can more comfortably and equitably push forward
into future knowledge and understanding together.

Furthermore, experts predict the greatest transfer of wealth
in history will occur in the coming years as the generation of
Baby Boomers bequeath over $30 trillion in funds to their
children, the Millennials, and post-Millennial generations. The
cryptocurrency market will largely be dominated by members
of these groups. And with De-Fi adoption rates increasing
exponentially worldwide, lock in step with this transfer of
wealth, we find ourselves in a position to capitalize on this
barely tapped revenue stream for the betterment of mankind. 

For example, crowd funding over the last decade plus has
altered the very fabric of community building and fiscal
sourcing. More than 17.2 billion was raised via crowdfunding in
North America last year alone. Just think about how many
lives that changed! With our introduction of a DAO as a
regulatory body within parts of our community, we wish to
leverage this movement as well, while simultaneously giving
access to a financial medium by which people can earn, save,
and contribute. So, without coming solely out of pocket to
support a cause they believe in, our constituents are
concurrently given the opportunity to grow wealth, gain
passive income and potentially earn financial freedom for
simply being a part of the community. A community with a
mission that is bigger than all of us. 

SOLUTION &
OPPORTUNITY:
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GIZA ROADGIZA ROAD
“ Still round the corner there may wait,“ Still round the corner there may wait,“ Still round the corner there may wait,    

a new road or a secret gate”.a new road or a secret gate”.a new road or a secret gate”.

Pre-Dynastic Period

Early Dynastic Period
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Basic Security Audit
Private Sale

Introductory Marketing / Social Media Awareness
Early Game Development / Promotion

Website v1 Launch

250 Holders
1,000 Telegram Members
1,000 Twitter Followers

Public Sale
Formal Marketing Campaign

Initial Proprietary NFT Release



Old Kingdom 

First Intermediate Period
 

Middle Kingdom
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Public Token Launch
Release on Uniswap

1,000 Holders
2,000 Telegram Members

Giza Full Moon Sacrificial Burns initiated
Comprehensive Third Party Audit
Viral marketing / Influencer push

5,000 Holders
5,000 Telegram Members

1st P2E2R Game Beta Release (play 2 earn 2 reinvest)
Two Lands Bazaar (Merch Market)

Listing on CoinMarketCap
Listing on CoinGecko 

10,000 Holders
10,000 Telegram Members

Website Redesign & Expansion
Early Partnership with Various Historical Endeavors

Phase 1 release of the EVERDEEN Initiative
1st Major Donation from Marketing Team TBD

Listing on select few DEX



Second Intermediate Period
 

New Kingdom
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*These are rough estimates on timing, (particularly the holder
numbers) and are subject to change based on market
conditions. Like any road, there is nowhere to go but
everywhere.

25,000 Holders
25,000 Telegram Members

Phase 1 release of the Two Lands Community DAO
1st P2E2R Game 'Pyramid Scheme' Full Release

2nd P2E2R Game Beta Release
Strategic Partnerships in Media & Education Sectors

Phase 2 release of the EVERDEEN Initiative

50,000+ Holders
50,000+ Telegram Members

Phase 2 release of the Two Lands Community DAO
2nd P2E2R Game Full Release

Listing on select few mid-major DEX
E-commerce partnerships
Listing on NowPayments.io

Listing on Shopping.io
 



Burn 
29.8%

Public Sale
20%

Liquidity
15%

Team
10%

Reserve
10%

Pvt Sale
8%

Ecosystem
7.2%

  1,000,000,000,0001,000,000,000,000    TLTTLTTotal SupplyTotal Supply

Circulating Supply at LaunchCirculating Supply at Launch           430,000,000,000430,000,000,000    TLTTLT43 %43 %

Token Price at LaunchToken Price at Launch

Market Cap at LaunchMarket Cap at Launch

Economics
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          0.0000060.000006

          2.58 M2.58 M

Transactional Rebase Functions
 

1.1983% BURN by sending directly to a dead wallet
 

0.8017% REFLECTION in TLT by redistributing the tax levied to all 'TLT' holders 
proportionate to the amount of 'TLT' market share owned 

 
Burn Mechanisms

There are five parts to the 'TLT' burn mechanism: the initial burn, transactional 
rebase tax of 'TLT', holder burns, sacrificial burns, as well as the transactional 

rebase tax of 'PHARAOH'
 
 



 
Manual burns that

will occur in
conjunction with
each unique full

moon phase over
the Giza

a Plateau, once
per month.  

 

 
A feature tied 
solely to the 
number of 

individual wallet 
addresses acting 
as holders of the 

project. It is a 
manual burn 
initiated once 

certain 
benchmarks are 
reached, one per

benchmark. 
 

Holder Burn

Burn Mechanism

Sacrificial Burn
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A rebase function

written into
'PHARAOH'

token's source
code that acts as

a 2% tax on all
transactions and
buys back 'TLT'
then burns it to a

dead wallet 
 

PHARAOH Token

 
Automated burns in

the form of a
transactional tax of

1.1983% that will
execute via smart

contract in
conjunction with
every successive

transaction
associated with our
governance token

'TLT'
 
 

Transactional Tax

There will be an Initial Burn of 5.55% after the 
successful conclusion of Public Sale



 
 

 
 

Commonly referred to by the ancient Egyptians as "the two lights", The moon and
the sun have always played an important role in Egyptian religion. The duality of

illumination. 
 

The moon, or “Ruler of the Stars”, became emblematic of “The Traveler” in the
night sky, and would protect all wayfarers seeking refuge under its luminescence.
The lunar cycle, symbolic of rejuvenation, would circumnavigate for six days, as
the new moon evolved, eventually concluding when it reached its fullest state;

only to start over again. The circle of life.  
 

To pay homage to the ancient’s celebration of celestial light, Two Lands will be
initiating our “Sacrificial Burn” feature, a systematic manual token burn in

conjunction with each monthly full moon over the Giza Plateau for the duration of
the first year that Two Lands is available. In addition, we will have limited release
NFTs made to commemorate each full moon phase with its respective name and

theme associated with it. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We’ll be burning 0.5% of the total supply, or 5,000,000,000 TLT, per Sacrificial
Burn. This is a feature that will occur just 12 times and will account for a 6% burn

of the total supply upon completion.
 

Sacrificial Burn Mechanism

 
January 7th, 2023
February 5th, 2023

March 7th, 2023
April 6th, 2023
May 5th, 2023
June 4th, 2023
July 3rd, 2023

August 1st, 2023
September 29th, 2023
October 28th, 2023

November 27th, 2023
December 27th, 2023

 
 

 
Wolf Moon
Snow Moon
Worm Moon
Pink Moon

Flower Moon
Strawberry Moon

Buck Moon
Sturgeon Moon

Corn Moon
Hunter's Moon 
Beaver Moon
Cold Moon
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This is a feature that will be tied solely to the number of individual
wallet addresses acting as holders of the project. It is a manual burn
initiated once certain benchmarks are reached, one per benchmark.
There is an initial burn of 5.55% upon the completion of the public sale,
and each subsequent holder burn will occur in lockstep with the first
and only instance of its partner holder mark. We wish for this to allow
for a greater number of our community members to benefit from the
scarcity created by our burns! The schedule for this Holder Burn is as
follows:

Holder Burn
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Initial Burn
500
1,000
5,000
10,000
25,000
50,000
100,000
250,000

Total Burn:

5.55%
3.14%
2.2%
1.1%
2.2%
3.14%
1.1%
2.2%
3.14%

23.77%

55,500,000,000
31,400,000,000
22,000,000,000
11,000,000,000
22,000,000,000
31,400,000,000
11,000,000,000
22,000,000,000
31,400,000,000

237,000,000,000



Two Lands Community DAO
 

A DAO, or decentralized autonomous organization, is a tool we are
proud to give our community the ability to leverage. It is powered, like

all things operating on blockchain technology, by smart contracts
written on the Ethereum network and can be programmed to execute
tasks when certain conditions are met. For example, if our community

wishes to fund a particular project, individual holders of the 'Two
Lands' governance token will vote on the initiative via the DAO. And

if approved through consensus, a smart contract will release the
agreed upon funds from the community owned, custodial DAO wallet

and appropriate them to the selected parties directly.

The ultimate purpose of the DAO, within the context of our
ecosystem, will be to allow for a certain level of control over the

direction of the project to go directly to the community itself. It will be
curated by the 'Two Lands" team but the DAO project initiatives

involving its strategic partnerships, charitable contributions, and the
funding of various historical & research-based endeavors will be left

squarely in the hands of our constituents.
 

We envision a DAO in which our community members can take pride
in having as loud a voice as they please, with an individuals' vote
proportional to the amount of the project they own (with a cap of
course!). While we recognize the perils of handing over so much
ownership, we believe the concept of a DAO in this format to be

necessary in order to drive engagement, as well as allow for a more
open-source conversation in the community. So long as the pursuit of

knowledge remains the focus, we truly could not be happier. 
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25% of net
sales from
our initial

P2E release
as well as

future
games will

be re-
allocated to
the DAO
custodial
wallet 

 

NFT Marketplace

DAO Revenue
Structure

Merch SalesP2E Game Transactional Tax

0.5% tax will
be collected

on all
transactions

involving
PHARAOH
token,  and
will be re-
allocated
directly to
the DAO
custodial

wallet

10% of net 
sales from 
our TLT 

community 
NFT 

marketplace 
offerings will 

be re- 
allocated to 
the DAO 
custodial 

wallet

25% of net
sales from
our TLT

community
Bazaar
(Merch

Market) will
be re-

allocated to
the DAO
custodial
wallet  

 

We wish to provide our community DAO with the funds needed to pursue the research,
knowledge and subsequent progress that it deserves and earns as it grows.

To do this we've built a number of revenue sources into our ecosystem. These will hopefully
serve as stimulus for the project in multiple ways, but will primarily act as the source of
income with which our community can activate and fund both new and old initiatives. We hope
that these revenue streams will scale and grow as the community and project develop, with
the goal being that our community is eventually able to make an impact on the heightened
anxiety our researchers, professionals and citizen scientists face with regard to funding and
future endowment.
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With the intention of building a multi-faceted ecosystem in mind, we will
additionally be introducing a second digital asset to be used as a utility token.

'PHARAOH', which will be an ERC-20 token, will be used to reward our
investors, gamers, and general protocol users in ways beyond that of TLT alone
- the goal being to enable our Two Lands constituents to take profits in a more
diversified way, while stacking an additional asset on top of the ecosystem that

acts in support of our governance token.
 

The basic differences between ‘Two Lands Token’ and ‘PHARAOH’ token will
come in the form of slight variations in the burn structures and rebase

functions. ‘PHARAOH’ token is an appreciating asset unto itself, free to transact
via swap, DEX & CEX, and provides built-in yield opportunity in the form of

'WETH' reflections. It will have applications in the proprietary games we
develop, and part of the reward structure built into these games will come in the

form of ‘PHARAOH’ as well. Paired with the NFT marketplace, merch
marketplace, and EVERDEEN Initiative, we expect that our ecosystem will

provide the much needed additional use cases, or reasons to transact with our
tokens, to stimulate healthy growth - while allowing its holders to take profits in
'WETH' - without it adversely affecting the price of our governance token 'TLT'

 
'PHARAOH' token will be a deflationary token, similar to our Two Lands

governance token, but complete with it's own set of rebase functions. There will
be four taxes, totaling 5%, applied to every transaction involving 'PHAROAH'

token. The details regarding the breakdown of this 5%, as well as basic
tokenomics will be released strategically at a time to be determined in the

coming months.
 

When ready for implementation, the pre-sale of ‘PHARAOH’ token will be first
made available to our Two Lands Token holders. We believe they should have
the highest priority since they are the earliest adopters and supporters of the

Two Lands vision & project.
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PHARAOH TOKEN
Mission Statement:

To support the 'TLT' ecosystem through the use of strategic 
rebase functionality and reward based utility

 

Tokenomics:
 

Public Sale 20%
Burn 10%

Liquidity 35%
Ecosystem 10%
Reserve 25%

 
30

 
25

 
20

 
15

 
10

Burn Structure:
 
 Initial Burn Holder Burns

Upon completion of 
the public sale of 
'PHARAOH' token, 

2% of the total 
supply will be 

manually burned

Similar to TLT, 
subsequent burns 
of 1% each will take 

place as each 
holder mark is 

achieved

500
1,000
5,000
10,000
25,000
50,000
100,000

Holder Marks
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PHARAOH TOKEN
Token Dynamics:

All transactions involving 'PHARAOH' will be subject to a 5% tax. These 4 taxes listed below will
be implemented with the intention of creating more value for each individual holder, in addition
to contributing to the overall mission of TWO LANDS.

Initial Burn

Holder Burns

Upon completion of the public sale and subsequent release on uniswap
protocol, 2% of the total supply of 'PHARAOH' token will be manually

burned

Similar to TLT, subsequent burns of 1% each will take place as each
holder mark is achieved

Two Lands Buyback:
 

As part of the 'PHARAOH' token dynamics, 2% of all transactions will be
used for the purpose of buying back our governance token 'TLT'

 
This will be done by converting the tax into 'WETH' then  using it to

purchase 'TLT'
 

This purchased 'TLT' will then be burned to a dead wallet, effectively
reducing circulating supply and creating further deflationary effects for

our governance token

ETH Reflection:
 

As part of the 'PHARAOH' token dynamics, 2% of all transactions will be
used for the purpose of purchasing 'WETH' at current market price and

then redistributing to all 'PHARAOH' token holders
 

This is a rebase function that acts exactly as any other reflection, and
is executed with each successive transaction

 

Marketing & DAO
 

As part of the 'PHARAOH' token dynamics, 1% of all transactions will be 
used for the ongoing purpose of marketing the project further and 

funding the Community DAO
 

This will be done via two different rebase functions that essentially split 
the tax in half, with 0.5% going to the team marketing wallet and the 

other 0.5% going to the Community DAO custodial wallet
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As we know, there is serious fiscal need within the
academic community. We at Two Lands believe in taking a

holistic approach to solving this problem. So while the
funding coming through the Community DAO will focus on

big ticket initiatives within the context of our greater
purpose as historical fact-finders, we're also proud to

introduce THE EVERDEEN INITIATIVE, a platform of our
creation by which we give our community access to the

individuals out there moving the needle for all of us, while
concurrently giving those individuals an opportunity and

platform with which to be recognized...and hopefully
rewarded!

 

Academic disciplines are often highly practical aspects of
study, meaning they require a lot of boots on the ground,
elbow grease, and manpower. Archeology, for example, is

very hands on, are usually situated away from urban areas,
and often necessitate much more in travel, logistics,

supplies, tools and manpower in addition to dealing with
harsher climates and more rugged terrain.

 

Furthermore, costs are rising in modern academia, this
includes but certainly isn't limited to: the compulsory

publication of findings across a variety of media sources,
the introduction of exciting but costly new tools, data
digitizing, cleaning & analyzing, an abundance of new

regulatory bodies, bureaucracy, qualified peer review, and
inclusions of the proper metadata in a multitude of file

types.
 

This contributes to what we consider to be the hidden cost
of progress and the pursuit of divine learning, and we think

our community should help. As a result, the platform we
envision will do the following: accept profile submissions

from any and all who feel they are doing worthwhile
research, after verification of identification and research,
give those accepted a public profile in which they detail

their work, team and vision, give them a means for
communication & interaction with their supporters, and

finally give those supporters the ability to custom tailor and
deliver a care package to the project of their choosing - 
 based on the needs outlined by the individual leading it.
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THE EVERDEEN INITIATIVE



Our Commitment
We approach this project with the understanding that as much as it provides legitimate 

value, utility, and opportunity, the real investment each of our community members & 
constituents are making is the investment in us as people. Our rectitude, our 

transparency and our moral compass are of paramount importance, and we’ve stated 
from the onset of Two Lands that we will not sacrifice integrity for advancement. We 
believe that probity pays in dividends, and our aim is to stay true to this with every 

fiber of our being. With every successive decision that we make, we hope to reinforce 
this and inspire confidence.

That said, we refuse to make false claims and are pragmatists at heart. We recognize 
that some variables will change along the way and may accelerate or encumber us 

beyond our control. Our commitment is that, despite this, we will always do our utmost 
to under promise and over deliver. We are determined to foster a community that will 

believe in Two Lands as a movement with virtue and transparency inherent in its 
culture. A community that will enable us to be better and build bigger, as we enable 

them to do the same.
Our commitment subsequently includes both the EVERDEEN INITIATIVE and 

community driven DAO, interfaces that we hope will stimulate engagement within our 
ecosystem on multiple levels. Our vision is for the community itself to determine the 

directions in which we build out this environment, as well as actively impact the ways in 
which we use our influence and resources to achieve in the pursuit of knowledge.

With this in mind, we find it pertinent to define our relationship with the community as 
one built on reciprocity. We want to be the instruments of its fate, but we concurrently 
hope that the community will act as its own tool and leverage itself. We are certainly 
not above the concept of accepting help from all wellsprings, and that undoubtedly 

includes our individual community members! We simply hope that the denizens of Two 
Lands will choose to view each other in a similar light, because ultimately, we are far 

more powerful together than apart.
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THE ONLY THING HIDDEN ARE THE ANSWERS FOR WHICH WE SEEK.THE ONLY THING HIDDEN ARE THE ANSWERS FOR WHICH WE SEEK.THE ONLY THING HIDDEN ARE THE ANSWERS FOR WHICH WE SEEK.   


